Abstract-It is known that for every solvable multicast network, there exists a large enough finite-field alphabet such that a scalar linear solution exists. We prove: i) every binary solvable multicast network with at most two messages has a binary scalar linear solution; ii) for more than two messages, not every binary solvable multicast network has a binary scalar linear solution; iii) a multicast network that has a solution for a given alphabet might not have a solution for all larger alphabets.
can deduce roughly that the alphabet had to be about the number of edges raised to the power of the number of messages. Algorithms for constructing linear codes (when they exist) over finite fields were given in [7] , [5] , [9] [10] [11] .
Koetter and Médard [10] characterized linear solvability of multicast networks in an algebraic manner and showed how to calculate the linear solution guaranteed by [11] . They also showed that linear solutions exist for solvable multicast networks with some finite-field alphabet whose size is a power of two and which is at most as large as the number of source messages times the number of destination nodes. Jaggi et al. [9] and Ho et al. [8] improved the alphabet size bound of [10] by showing that every solvable multicast network with at least two destination nodes has a linear solution with some finite-field alphabet of size at most equal to the number of destination nodes.
Feder et al. [6] showed that to achieve a linear solution, some solvable multicast networks asymptotically require finite-field alphabets to be at least as large as twice the square root of the number of destination nodes. They also provide some upper bounds on the minimum alphabet size for linear solutions. The lower bound proof in [6] shows the solvability of a specially constructed network, and bounds its alphabet size for a linear solution, but no nonlinear solution of lower alphabet size is given. Also, the networks they use are not solvable over the binary field. Rasala Lehman and Lehman [15] constructed a similar multicast network as in [6] (in independent work) and also achieved essentially the same square root lower bound as in [6] . The result in [15] actually shows that the square root lower bound on alphabet size applies to finding any solution, not just a linear solution. They also gave an example of a multicast network which is solvable over a ternary alphabet but which has no linear solution for alphabets of cardinality less than five. Furthermore, it was shown in [15] that the problems of determining the minimum alphabet size for both linear and nonlinear solutions to a multicast network are NP-hard.
It was additionally shown in [15] that there exist nonmulticast networks which are solvable, but which have no linear solution for any finite field alphabet size. Independently, Riis [16] constructed a nonmulticast network which is solvable over the binary field but which has no binary linear solution. Médard et al. [14] present an example (attributed to Koetter) of a nonmulticast network which has no linear solution, but does have a certain nonlinear solution which, under a broader definition of "solution" that allows coding over multiple time units, can be viewed as a "vector-linear" solution. 1 The authors of [14] conjecture that every solvable network has a vector-linear solution, and give a coding theorem which may be useful in analyzing nonmulticast network solutions. Riis notes in [16] that his linearly unsolvable nonmulticast network has a three-dimensional vector-linear solution over the binary field (attributed to Koetter) . He also showed in [16] that any solvable multicast network has a vector-linear solution with binary components, and that there exist solvable nonmulticast networks which can achieve vector-linear solutions only if the alphabet size grows linearly with the number of nodes in the network.
Implementation of network codes for large alphabet sizes may be difficult due to complexity constraints. For example, a network that transmits finite-field elements along its links might be implemented by representing field elements as binary vectors (if the field size is a power of two) and then transmitting the binary vectors either all at once or bit by bit over multiple units of time. The finite-field arithmetic used in implementing a linear code mandates that all such bits in a binary vector arrive before the arithmetic can be performed. Thus, either a large delay or a large transmission bandwidth on each link would be required. This motivates the use of a small alphabet, such as a binary field.
Although linear solutions are guaranteed by [11] for large enough finite-field alphabets, the results in [11] do not guarantee the existence of a linear solution for a solvable multicast network if the alphabet size is fixed, nor do they consider alphabets whose cardinalities are not integer powers of primes. To our best knowledge, there are no prior results in the literature, other than the previously mentioned lower bounds in [6] and [15] , and the ternary alphabet nonlinear solution in [15] , about the existence or nonexistence of linear solutions for solvable multicast networks with a fixed finite-field alphabet. In recent independent work, Riis (in collaboration with Ahlswede) [16] showed there exists a multicast network with five messages that is solvable over the binary field but which has no linear solution over the binary field. Their network is based on the nonlinear Nordstrom-Robinson error-correcting code. It has been unknown whether binary solvable multicast networks with three or four messages necessarily are linearly solvable.
In this paper, we address the fixed-alphabet issue for binary alphabets; namely, when each edge in a multicast network carries only a single bit. First, for completeness, we prove (Theorem III.1) that if a multicast network with at most two messages is solvable over the binary field then it has a linear solution over the binary field. 2 Our proof shows precisely how to convert a nonlinear solution into a linear solution. In contrast, we show that this result need not be true if there are more than two messages. That is, we prove (Theorem IV.3) that if the number of messages is greater than two, then there exists a multicast network that is solvable over the binary field but does not have a linear solution over the binary field. Our proof is constructive; we specify such a network, give a nonlinear solution, and then prove it has no linear solution. Finally, we show (Theorem V.2) that a multicast network that has a solution for a given alphabet might not have a solution for all larger alphabets. In this case, we do not restrict our attention necessarily to finite-field alphabets. Our proof demonstrates an interesting connection between 2 David Karger has communicated to us that he has also obtained Theorem III.1 in independent work. network solvability and a 45-year-old theorem on the existence of orthogonal latin squares. Proofs of all lemmas are given in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we give formal definitions of various terms used in the results to follow.
A elements of assigned to the in-edges of the same node. The decoding operations at a given node generate elements of , in correspondence with the source messages, and as functions of the elements of assigned to the in-edges of the node. The goal of the encoding operations on out-edges of interior nodes is to help transfer the source messages through the multicast network to the destination nodes, and the goal of the decoding operations at destination nodes is to produce each of the source messages. A mapping is a projection function if for some , for all . A collection of valuations are induced by a code if the edge valuations satisfy , for all and all ; and the decoding valuations satisfy for all and all ; and for . If a node has in-edges and an out-edge , then the composition is a function, which when given a specific instance of messages, produces a specific alphabet element assigned to the edge . An analogous statement holds for decoding operations. For a connected acyclic graph, each code induces exactly one valuation.
A solution is a code such that , for each destination node and each message , for the induced valuation. If and , then is said to recover the message . A solution allows each destination node to recover all the messages emitted by the source. A multicast network is said to be solvable for a given alphabet if there exists a solution.
It can be useful to impose an algebraic structure on , such as a ring or a field. In such a case, a code is linear (respectively, affine) with respect to , if for each , , and , the functions and are linear (respectively, affine) over . If then is identified with the binary field , a solution is called a binary solution, and the network said to be binary solvable. In any linear solution, all induced valuations are clearly linear functions of the source messages. A function of the type is said to be a -input Boolean function. While solutions to a network can be described either as "linear" or "nonlinear" with respect to specific rings of cardinality , it is most common to assume is a finite field when is a power of a prime. Fig. 1 shows an example of a multicast network described in [1] . A linear solution is shown in the example, where each edge valuation is written as a function of the messages and emitted by the source.
For a multicast network with a given code, for any edge the induced valuation can be viewed as a function of the messages. Also, if is a finite field, then any function can be written as a polynomial of degree at most using the Lagrange interpolation formula Thus, for a finite-field alphabet, each mapping is always a polynomial function of the elements of , with coefficients in the field . In what follows we will frequently make use of such polynomial representations.
The th argument of a function is said to be recoverable from if there exists a mapping such that for all . A set of functions is complete if every argument is recoverable from the function . For any multicast network, define a topological ordering of the nodes to be a bijection such that whenever . Such a function always exists since the digraph is acyclic. Note that since the source is the only node with in-degree zero, it must be the case that . Also, define a topological ordering of the edges to be any bijection satisfying, for some topological ordering of the nodes , whenever , , and . For an alphabet that is a ring, a function is homogeneous if . A solution is homogeneous if all induced valuations are homogeneous. The valuations in a homogeneous solution for a finite-field alphabet, when expressed as polynomials, do not have additive constant terms. The following lemma allows us to restrict attention to homogeneous solutions when analyzing the solvability of a multicast network. We have chosen various terminologies in this paper for convenience and note that alternatives may be found in the literature. 3 In the figures in this paper, destination nodes are depicted as solid circles, and interior nodes are depicted as hollow circles.
III. LINEAR CODES SUFFICE FOR TWO MESSAGES
In this section, we show how to create a linear solution from a nonlinear solution if the multicast network has at most two messages, and the alphabet is the binary field .
The main idea of the proof of Theorem III.1 below can be seen intuitively by an example. Suppose some encoding operation is, say, the product (i.e., logical "AND") of its two inputs, and suppose the input edges have valuations and , where and are the source messages. If we discard the nonlinear portions of the inputs and output, then the inputs become and and the output becomes , which agrees with the linearization of the product . This effect can be achieved by replacing the nonlinear encoding operation by a linear encoding operation which is the projection function that copies its first input to its output. Our proof shows that every such nonlinear encoding operation can be replaced by a linear edge function, such that if the inputs were linearized, then so would the output be linearized. Then, an induction argument finishes the proof.
Theorem III.1: Every binary solvable multicast network with at most two messages has a binary linear solution.
Proof: A multicast network with exactly one message is solvable if and only if there is a directed path from the source node to every destination node, in which case a linear solution exists: simply label every edge in all such paths with the single message.
By Lemma II.1, one may assume without loss of generality that a solution to a solvable multicast network is homogeneous. So assume we have a binary solvable multicast network with exactly two messages and and a homogeneous solution.
It suffices to prove that every binary solvable multicast network that has at most two messages and only two-input encoding operations has a linear solution. This is because any -input Boolean function is logically equivalent to some circuit consisting of only two-input Boolean functions, the linearity of which implies the linearity of the multiple-input configuration. By homogeneity, any encoding operation with exactly one input is either the identity function or else the constant . These can, 
For each , replace by , and perform analogous replacements for each decoding operation at the destination nodes.
Let be a topological ordering of the edges. For each let and be the edge valuations induced by the codes and , respectively (and similarly for decoding valuations). Then we can prove by induction that for all , where the inductive step follows from (1). The same argument also applies to the decoding valuations.
The decoding valuations in a solution are linear, so for all demand nodes and messages . Thus, we have achieved a linear solution.
IV. LINEAR CODES DO NOT SUFFICE FOR MORE THAN TWO MESSAGES
In this section, we construct in Theorem IV.3 a specific binary solvable multicast network, and then show it has no binary linear solution. This demonstrates that Theorem III.1 is tight in the sense that for binary solvable multicast networks, if the number of messages is upper-bounded by anything larger than two, then one cannot generally guarantee a binary linear solution. In this section, all arithmetic is performed over the binary field .
The network constructed in Theorem IV.3 has three messages and its nodes have in-degree at most four. The intuition behind the network construction is that we use a slight variation of the circuit in Fig. 1 as a building block to force the valuations of various edges to be linear functions, and then use these forced signals as inputs in combination with nonlinear majority voting functions at destination nodes. The combination of linear functions and majority vote functions makes it impossible to replace the majority vote functions by linear functions.
To motivate the network used in Theorem IV.3, consider a small piece of the network consisting of the four destination nodes shown in Fig. 2 . The network has three binary messages , , and each destination node demands all three messages. First, we will guarantee that any solution to the network forces the edges labeled in Fig. 2 by linear functions of , , to have those labels as their valuations. Note that with the nonlinear assignments (where is majority voting) the demands of all four nodes in Fig. 2 are met, since in such case the following relations hold: . Thus, we have narrowed down the set of possible linear functions for to . An identical argument using the second destination node gives the same set of possibilities for . Now, if , then the node in the third figure shows that and the node in the fourth figure shows that . Thus, we conclude that if , then . In an intuitive sense, this makes it difficult for a linear solution to allow , for it would force the value of . By continuing along these lines, we can create so many difficult constraints, that eventually, no possible linear assignments will exist, and yet majority-linear assignments will still be satisfactory.
The circuit shown in Fig. 3 will be used as a building block in part of Theorem IV.3.
Lemma IV.1:
If the circuit appears in a multicast network with three messages, then for any homogeneous binary solution and any complete set of linear induced edge valuations , the induced edge valuation must be or the constant . Proof: We prove the result for ; it is straightforward to extend it to all by adding to our network nodes which each receive one out-edge from the source, and then copy their inputs to all destination nodes. Throughout this proof, edge valuations will be called "linear" (respectively, "majority-linear") to mean that they are linear (respectively, majority-linear) functions of the source messages , , . Define a multicast network with three messages , , and a code over the binary alphabet to consist of the following components: i) A source node with its three out-edges labeled , , . ii) Circuits , , with output encoding operations , , , respectively. iii) Circuit with output encoding operation . iv) A three-input, one-output interior node for each complete set of linear inputs , and with output encoding operation . v) A three-input destination node for each complete set of inputs , where and are linear and is majority-linear. vi) A four-input destination node for each complete set of inputs , where and are linear and and are majority-linear. vii) A four-input destination node for each complete set of inputs for all linear complete sets . viii) A four-input destination node for each complete set of inputs for all linear complete sets .
ix) A four-input destination node for each complete set of inputs for all linear complete sets . x) A one-input, multiple-output interior node for each that is linear or majority-linear, with each encoding operation being the identity function.
The network is illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. The nodes defined in item x) are used to make sure that multiple uses of any given linear or majority-linear edge valuation in come from the same place. That is, if two nodes in each have as an input edge valuation, then the corresponding edges are out-edges of the same node . Thus, nodes are defined for after item i), for , , after item ii), for after item iii), and for all majority-linear after item iv). All items in can be constructed from items previously defined in and the corresponding nodes in x).
The code described in the definition of the circuit is a solution. This follows immediately from the fact that every destination node is defined to have a complete set of inputs.
We next show that the multicast network does not have a binary linear solution. Assume, to the contrary, that there exists a linear solution. Then each edge of the digraph which is labeled by some (possibly nonlinear) function gets replaced by some linear function. Also, no edge already labeled with a linear function can be replaced by anything other than itself, since otherwise a destination node in some -circuit would not be able to recover the source messages. So only the majority-linear functions can potentially get replaced by linear functions in . Note that if , , , are linear functions and is replaced by somewhere, then must be replaced by everywhere in . We use the notation to mean that the nonlinear edge valuation occurs in the given solution for and is replaced everywhere it occurs by the linear valuation in the linearly labeled network. If is a set of linear functions then the notation will mean that there exists such that . We next state a lemma which constrains the linear replacements that are possible for various majority-linear functions. The remainder of the proof of the theorem will show that the constraints become so restrictive that, in fact, they lead to the conclusion that no such linear replacements are possible in a solution.
Lemma IV.4:
In the multicast network , the following replacement rules hold. a) For every complete set of linear functions , it cannot be the case that . b)
for all complete sets of linear functions . for all linear such that is complete. for all linear such that is complete.
By Lemma IV.4b), either there exists a complete set of linear functions such that , or else for every complete set of linear functions . First let us assume (in Cases 1 and 2 below) that is a complete set of linear functions such that . Then by Lemma IV.4f). We show that this leads to a contradiction. Then we handle the remaining possibility in Case 3, below.
Case 1:
and : Lemma IV.2c) (taking , , ) implies that is a destination node of , as shown below. Together, these imply that the valuations of the four inputs to the destination node above lie in the set , which is not complete, contradicting the solvability of . So Case 1 is impossible.
Case 2:
and : Lemma IV.2d) (taking , , ) implies that is a destination node of , as shown below.
Lemma IV.4c) and imply which with Lemma IV.4i) implies Lemma IV.4e) and imply which with Lemma IV.4h) implies Thus, . Also, Lemma IV.4e) and imply Together, these imply that the valuations of the four inputs to the destination node above lie in the set , which is not complete, contradicting the solvability of . So Case 2 is impossible.
Case 3:
for every complete set of linear functions : Lemma IV.2e) (taking , , ) implies that is a destination node of , as shown below.
Since holds for all complete sets of linear functions , we can apply it to the three majority vote functions in the node above to get and Together, these imply that the valuations of the four inputs to the destination node above lie in the set , which is not complete, contradicting the solvability of . So Case 3 is impossible.
Since all three cases are impossible, there is no linear solution to the given network, even though it is solvable.
V. SOLVABILITY FOR DIFFERENT ALPHABET SIZES
In this section, we examine the role of alphabet size in the solvability of multicast networks.
If a network is solvable for a particular alphabet, then it is clearly solvable, using Cartesian products, for any alphabet of cardinality and any integer . So, in this sense, solvability becomes somewhat "easier" as the alphabet size grows. In fact, the Li-Yeung-Cai linearity result in [11] guarantees not only a linear solution to a solvable network for large enough cardinality, but also a linear solution for any finite field larger than some specific size. This tends to add support to the notion that larger alphabets make solvability easier. One might be tempted to conjecture that if a network is solvable for a certain alphabet, it must be solvable for every larger alphabet.
However, the main result in this section shows that it is possible for a multicast network to be solvable for a certain alphabet but not solvable for some larger alphabet.
Theorem V.2 given later in this section considers solutions to a network with arbitrary alphabet sizes. No specific algebraic structure (e.g., a ring or field) is imposed on the alphabet, and hence the result does not depend on the notion of linearity.
First, we need to present a lemma about latin squares. A latin square [13] of order is an square matrix, each row and column of which is a permutation of the integers . Two latin squares and are orthogonal if each ordered pair is distinct, for all and . In 1779, Euler conjectured that no pairs of orthogonal latin squares exist if the order of the matrices equals modulo . It is easy to show that pairs of orthogonal latin squares of order two do not exist. In 1900, Tarry [18] proved that there do not exist pairs of orthogonal latin squares of order six. Tarry's proof involved an enormous exhaustive calculation by hand. A short, self-contained proof was given by Stinson [17] in 1984. However, Euler's conjecture was disproved in 1960, when Bose, Shrikhande, and Parker proved in a series of long and complicated papers [2] [3] [4] that pairs of orthogonal latin squares always exist if the order of the matrices is neither two nor six. Lie [12] gave a short and elegant proof of this result in 1982. These results are summarized in the following lemma. [14] to be true for more general networks.
The multicast network in Fig. 6 was one member in a family of networks used in [15] to show that the minimum alphabet size of multicast network solutions might have to be at least about the square root of the number of destination nodes. It was also used in independent work in [16] in examining codes over multiple time units, where a binary vector-linear solution was given. Our characterization of which alphabet sizes admit solutions to gives some more insight about the role of alphabet sizes and solvability.
VI. PROOFS OF LEMMAS

A. Proof of Lemma II.1
Consider the valuations induced by a nonhomogeneous solution. Let be any edge whose valuation is nonhomogeneous. Define by and for each , define by and if if .
In the network solution, replace the encoding operation by and the encoding operations by the functions , for all . (If is the in-edge to a destination node , then perform the same procedure as above, but replace the decoding operations in an analogous manner.) The replacement encoding operations (or decoding operations) at each iteration preserve the valuations except at the edge . Thus, the new code is still a solution to the network. Repeat this procedure using the new codes until all edge valuations are homogeneous. The number of homogeneous edge valuations in the network increases by exactly one after each iteration, and therefore the procedure must terminate in a finite number of iterations.
Since each iteration either adds a constant to an existing encoding operation or subtracts a constant from the input of an existing encoding operation (and does the same for decoding operations), if the original nonhomogeneous solution is affine, then the resulting solution when the procedure terminates will be linear.
B. Proof of Lemma IV.1
Since the network has three source messages, each destination node must be able to recover all three edge valuations , , in order to recover the messages. Suppose is not the constant . Then must depend on both and , for otherwise and would not be able to recover and . Thus, if is a linear function of and then it must equal . If is not a linear function of and , since the network is homogeneous by assumption, we must have The sets and are not complete, since cannot be determined when . Hence,
The same reasoning shows is not complete, so . The set is not complete, since cannot be determined when . Therefore, . Thus, cannot be a nonlinear function of and .
C. Proof of Lemma IV.2
a) The variable can be recovered as , from which and can be recovered from and . Thus, the set is complete. 
D. Proof of Lemma IV.4
Lemma IV.4a) is used, without explicit mention, throughout the proofs of the subsequent parts of Lemma IV.4. a) Since , the set is complete and, therefore, is a destination node in as shown below.
The lemma then follows from that fact that is not a complete set. b) Lemma IV.2a) (taking , , ) implies that is a destination node of , as shown below. Also, is not possible since it would result in the set of inputs which is not complete. Thus, we must have e) Lemma IV.2b) (taking , , , ) implies that is a destination node of , as shown below.
Lemma IV.4b) implies
The first and fourth possibilities would result in the set of inputs which is not complete. Thus, Lemma IV.2b) (taking , , , ) implies that i) By Lemma IV.4b) If then by Lemma IV.4h), a contradiction.
